Dear friends, colleagues!

Well, that is the end of 2018... As always, it brought many events: good and not very pleasant ones, meetings and partings, greetings and farewells...

But what is the most important, there were a lot of our victories therein: when we coped with tangled situations and made the correct diagnoses for our patients, when we picked the right words in communication with adolescents and they did not commit erroneous actions, and most significantly — when we prepared new high-quality articles for you, and you found time to read them!

And give attention to the fact that there is a lot of things in this strange world that can be actually taken away from a person, except for the hope of restoring justice and self-actualization... And the truth is that justice is served exactly where the person continued to evolve and did not have a meltdown...

Dear colleagues! There are still things to strive for — to know more, to treat better, to comprehend broader. Just for this purpose, our professional association, the Union of Pediatricians of Russia, continues to publish journals for you and organise congresses and conferences. The nearest (and the biggest event of the year) — our February Congress of Pediatricians. In February 2019, the 21st Congress of Pediatricians will be held together with the first Forum ‘Medical Volunteers — for Russian Children’, the first All-Russian Insurance Medicine Workshop, and the first Assembly ‘Protected Generation’. But besides them, the congress will be replete with interesting presentations, clinical analyses, interactive sessions, which will allow you to get a lot of new knowledge, to see the familiar things in a new light, and to return to your daily work being armed with new information. Well, meeting old friends and getting acquainted with new ones will make these 3 days — February 15-16-17, 2019 — unforgettable!
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